
SPIRITUAL WARFARE: Class 10 

Bible verse of the Day: "So, Saul disguised himself, putting on other clothes, and at 
night he and two men went to the woman. 'Consult a spirit for me', he said, 'and bring 
up for me the one I name.'...Then the woman asked, 'Whom shall I bring up for you?' 
'Bring up Samuel', he (Saul) said." 1Sam. 28: 8 & 11. 

 

Last week, we concluded our study on the characteristics of both good and evil angels. 
Today, we will examine how these evil angels are organized in such a way that they try 
to maximize their attacks on us. 

 

A. How are Evil angels organized? 

 1. The Bible tells us that the first angel to rebel was Satan (Ezek. 28: 15 -16 & 
 Isaiah 14: 12-15) 
 
  a. The Bible also tells us that, at once, God promptly threw him out of  
  heaven along with many angels who followed his lead.  READ: Jude 6  
   
 
 2.  The evil angels who followed Satan are called by THREE names: 
 
  a.  "demons" READ: 1 Tim. 4:1  
 
   b.  "spirits"  READ: Luke 10: 17-20  
 
  c.  and even in some cases, "angels" READ: Matt. 25: 41 
 
 3.  It should be noted, however; that, although the followers of Satan have three 
 names, they are nonetheless all the SAME RANK.  In other words, there is only 
 ONE Satan or Devil, but many demons/evil spirits/evil angels. 
 
  
B.  READ: Eph. 6: 12  

 1.  There might be a bit of confusion over the fact that this verse in Ephesians 
 suggests a "grouping" of evil spirits (ie., rulers, authorities, cosmic powers, 
 etc.).  

  a. Because of this "line up", some Christian authors and speakers believe  
  it might be evidence that demons have some kind of a highly structured  
  hierarchy or organization but there is no biblical basis for this last kind  
  of thinking, as we will see when we study the highly structured Army of  
  God. 
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  b.  In addition, there is also NO evidence that these three-named creatures  
  have distinct roles or missions. In other words, they all have the exact  
  same duties. 

   1. This fact gives additional credence to the fact that they are simply 
   one big army of one-rank footsoldiers (i.e., demons) 

   2. The more you learn about Satan, however, the more sense this  
   makes since his massive and sick ego would never permit any  
   being to have a rank or status coming even close to his. 

    a.  compare, for example, this kind of ego with that of a  
    DICTATOR or MONARCH who would not tolerate anyone  
    having any type of important rank for fear of diminishing  
    his own status. 

 

C. READ: Col. 1: 16. Remember, that God created demons originally as HIS angels!  
 
 1. But, it's clear that they followed Satan and became his footsoldiers and   
 that there are NO beings in between Satan and his demons/evil angels. 
 
  a.  READ: Matt. 12: 24, Matt. 25: 41 
 
  b. It even appears that over ONE THIRD of all the angelic hosts   
  followed Satan. READ: Rev. 12: 4 
 
 

Now let's compare Satan's Army to how GOOD Angels are organized in God's Army. 
And, Because God is the ultimate Commander in Chief, it becomes quickly obvious that 
GOOD angels are much BETTER organized than Satan's. 

 

D. Angels figure prominently in Christianity, Judaism and Islam; however, we will 
ONLY deal with those mentioned in the Holy (Christian) Bible. 

 1.  The First Sphere (or Level) of Angels include Cherubim, Seraphim and 
 Ophanim (Thrones). These are all considered to be part of the HIGHEST order 
 (i.e. First Sphere) of angelic beings. Think of these angels as the GENERALS in 
 God's army. 
 
 2.  The Second Sphere of Angels include Dominions (or Lordships), Virtues (or 
 Strongholds) and Powers . These are similar to Commanding Officers in an 
 army, such as Lieutenants, Captains and Majors. 
 
 3.  Finally, there is The Third Sphere of Angels which include Principalities, 
 Archangels, and lesser Personal Angels or Guardian Angels. These are similar to 
 Foot Soldiers in a typical army. 
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NOTE:  Although we will only discuss each of the major types of Angels in each of the 
Three Spheres, scholars claim there are at least SEVEN (7) and possibly up to TEN (10) 
different designations of Angels in existence. The Catholic Church, for example, 
identifies NINE (9) Levels (or "choirs") of angels. 

 
 
B. PROBLEM WHEN IT COMES TO FIGHTING EVIL... 

1. Now that we've identified that both the good and evil angels are organized and that 
there are specific ranks and levels in each "army", we need to make a very important  
and practical points: 

 

  a. Angels are organized; demons are organized; yet Christians, individually and 
 in groups, often feel that it is unnecessary that they be organized.  

  1. This is especially true when it comes to fighting evil.  

  2. Believers sometimes feel that they can “go it alone” or expect "victory  
  over evil" without any prior, organized preparation and discipline(s). 
 
  3. This is also true when it comes to promoting good. 

   a. Believers sometimes aren't as effective because they do not plan  
   and organize their good works.  

 

Next week, we will begin an intense and lengthy study of the various levels of Angels 
in God's Army. You will not want to miss even one class in this complete and 
fascinating study...a course in and of itself! 

 

 
 


